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Flash trek broken mirror cheats

To bring a cheat box, from where you will type your cheaters, press f8 while on the planet in play. It should look like this: Type these impostors into the box at the specified times.ilovetocheat - type this for full money (latinum and duranium) Be sure to move the mouse over the panel of pop-up settings in
the bottem to activate this.imgood - Use on the planet to increase your prestige to 100%.urmine - This causes you to own the current planet. You have to go and come back to take effect. For all these impostors, to type and execute succesfully, you need to click to place the cursor in the box and click the
red button (do not enter) to activate. Look at fig 2 below to see what I mean. The FIG. 1 FIG. 2 Random game Click here to take to randomly hacked game Home |   Šalabahter |    Latest scammers |    Coaches |    He cheats |    Cheatbook-DataBase 2021 |    Download |    Look for game |    Blog Browse
by PC Games Title: A |   B |   C |   D |   E |   F |   Mr. |   H |   I'|   J|   K |   The L|   M|   N |   About |   P |   Q |   R |   With |   T |   In |   V |   W |   X |   Y |   Z |   0 - 9 Tips and Tips for: Flash Trek - Broken Mirror Flash Trek - Broken Mirror Cheat Codes: ------------ Submitted by David K. To open the cheat press
[F8]. Do not press Enter when you get the code, press the button in the lower-right corner of the cheat box. Here is a list of all cheaters: Cheats Effect --------------------------------------------------------- Imgood - Makes a planet you're on like you. Imbad - Makes the planet hate you. Silk-made - Make up all the
planets like you. Makes all the planets hate you. inclat - Gives you another 1000 latinums. Maxlat - Raises your latinum to 9999999. maxdur - Raises your durainium to 9999999. getinthebooth - All Earth-owned planets. Omniscience - Raises some of your skills to 1,000 Urmine - Makes the planet you're
owned by even if it's already owned. Best ships: ----------- unlock the best ships Unlock how ---------------------------------------------------- class Dreadnaught - conquer the galaxy for earthly Empire. Klingon Qonos - conquer the galaxy after the Klingons. Cardassian Behemoth - win the galaxy for cardassians.
Vulcan life form - conquer the galaxy for vulcans. Romulan Warhawk - win the galaxy for romulans. Ilovetocheat: ------------- Filed: Nolan Kadinger Gives 9999999 latinum,9999999, raises all the buying points of experience to 1000, and raises the planet's prestige to 100.   Visit Cheatinfo for more cheat
codes, frequently asked names or tips!           Spotlight - The new version of CheatBook DataBase 2021 Cheatbook-Database 2021 is a freeware cheat code tracker that makes tips, tricks, tips and cheats PC, Walkthroughs, XBox, Playstation 1 and 2, Playstation 3, Playstation 4, Sega, Nintendo 64, Wii U,
DVD, Game Boy Advance, iPhone, Game Boy Color, N-Gage, Nintendo DS, PSP, Gamecube, Dreamcast, Xbox 360, Super Nintendo) easily accessible from one central location. If you are an avid player and want a few extra weapons or lives to survive to the next level, this freeware cheat database may
come to the rescue. Covering more than 25,700 Games, this database presents all genres and focuses on recent releases. Everything cheats inside from the first CHEATBOOK in January 1998 to the present day.  - Publish date 10 January 2021 CheatBook-DataBase 2021 Games Coach |   Find



cheaters |   Downloads |   Walkable |   Console |   Journal |   Top 100 |   Send cheaters, tips, tips |   Top Game Links: |  Assassin's Creed Valhalla trainer |  Cyberpunk 2077 Coach |  Red Dead Redemption 2 coach |  Wasteland 3 Trainer |  NBA 2K20 Coach Search Freeola Network: Retro Game Cheats
for Flash Trek Broken Mirror (PC Games) Effect: Gives You 999999 Latiun Effect: Gives You the 999999 Duranium Effect: Hard Planet (Even If Owned) Effect: Gives You the Best Boat in the Game. Impact: Makes the planet love you Effect: It gives you 999,999 'lat' and 'dur' and 1,000 most skills. Impact:
Make almost all your skills 1000. Impact: All planets owned by Earth Empire Effect: It gives you another 1,000 bars of latinum effect: It makes it love you all. Our websites use cookies to improve their functionality. With our website, you accept the use of cookies on your device. We respect your privacy
and do not place third-party advertising cookies. About our cookies. It seems that using the old browser, as such, some parts of Freeola and Getdotted site will not work as intended. Using the latest version of your browser or other browser like Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, or Opera will give you a
better and safer browsing experience. Play on Kongregate.com! Want some cheat codes to help you play? Look no further! Press F8 on the in-game bar to enter the BM codes ilovetocheat-999,999 Latinum and Deuranium plus experience up to 1000 on almost everything. urmine-Own planet now.
Earthownsall-Type in. Go to an empty planet (Denmark,Iconia, Gorn, or Konael all work) Transport down and you'll get mighty Dreadnaught. Warning! The country will own everytjing, therefore, there is no reason to play anymore. It wasn't suggested. Maxdur-999999 Deuranium maxlat-9999999 Latinum.
youhateme-Your prestige up to -110% everywhere. everyonelovesme-Prestige at 110% in all prestige imgood-prestige in the system at 110%. The secret ships are next! Ok, to get into cheaters: 1: press F8 while playing to open dialog box 2: type any of these cheaters (do not type : ), and then press the
red CHEAT button | WHAT TO CHEAT | imgood: prestige in You're a planet at 100% imbad: the prestige on the planet you're at -100% urmine: makes the planet you're on the part of your empire maxlat: makes you have 999,999 latinum (makes that amount, NO ADDS YES) inclat: gives you 1000 latinum
maxdur: makes you have 999,999 deuranium (DO NOT add that, makes it that number) omniscience: navigation experience, tactician, away team and engineering 1000 ilovetocheat : Imposter who combines allknowing, maxlat and maxdur everyonelovesme: prestige on ALL planets 110% youhateme:
prestige on ALL planets -100% getinthebooth: Earth controls ALL planets byebyeklingons: all klingons are disapear, and their planets become part of the government none *NOTE: to capture the planet, to transport your team to the planet you want, but first you have to bring its power to zero (destroying
all the ships on that planet) and you have to fly around until the planet is unadded and then bring your team there. *NOTE: For cheaters to work, you need to type a cheater, press a button, and then open the player control panel (at the bottom of the screen) and then the imposter should be activated. To
take over a planet with a cheater, use an imgood imposter to bring your prestige to 100% on that planet, and then create a urmin imposter to make that planet part of your empire, and then warp to another planet and then warp back. Okay, first in to create a new game. Press the tab several times (it
should hilight keys) to keep hitting the card until it shows you a little sqaure invisible keys. qquickly (hilight does not take long) hold the shift and try to click the one on the left (bottom left I think), and when you click it description of civilization should be like this: .......... Resistance is futile. you have max
resourcxes and a giant cube with unlimited rekahrge prices. Everyone hats in (even planet vex! ) have fun! In cardon press right control untiul it's a wormhole thing (right control selcts stuff in the system) anyway, hail wormhole generator. u should be brought elsewhere. The planet is called a pirate
sanctuary. There's also a wormhole generator. Just don't let it explode. It's your only ticket. If it blows up, it's a shame, because you're stuck there. have fun! see a guide to more explanations, but here are the basics: say hello to the planet. look under the small picture and it will say something like: 5bil
population 800 power, so what you have to do is reduce the power to 0. If you do, the population will leave and the planet will become uno tonslised. On the interstellar map, uninhabited planets have a yellow ring inside their circle, and the center is black. Once the planet is unoleved, you can set up your
own empire there by transporting the capsule to the surface by moving your ship across the planet, and then pressing t, if you have at least 100 team experience. but keep in mind: shrink the planet By 0 you must first destroy all the buildings of the planet, and then the ships. Once you destroy all the
buildings the message will tell you that a large fleet is entering the system, and be warned, they are pissed. It will take you some time to kill enough ships (if they don't kill you) to reduce the power to 0, so you may want to go to Hof Maso and buy a Neg'Var. You're going to need some $, and you can use a
maxlat impostor, but I'm very much against it. Oh, and after the power's at 0 you'll need to warp around a little while pop's at 0 and then colonize the planet. Finally, to get 100 visiting team experiences, go to Vulcan, greet the university with the option of training the visiting team and continue to buy it.
that's all for now, (Author's website) 2game site Free forum | © PHPBB | Free support for the | Contact |  | Forumotion.com Vara 4 broken mirror 2 are the same as No.1 - press F8 open cheat window and type:maxlat - increases your latinum to maximummaxdur - increases duranium to max.ilovetocheat -
raises prestige to 100 and raises latinum and duranium to max ( if you have more than 100 pre The prestige and use this cheat prestige will fall!) imgood - raises the prestige in the current system to 100imbad - makes prestige fall to - 100everyone loves me - raises the prestige in all systems to
110getinthebooth - makes the Earth empire rule the entire galaxy! XD (try to welcome a planet with more than 100 prestiege with this enabled cheating)(Try messing with the game editor to facilitate the game, harder, personal, etc. Tip: if you use the ship's editor to make the starting ship powerful, you
won't have to buy a powerful boat like the dominion battlecruiser! be careful with the editor because it can cause a delay)after you type the desired cheat move the cursor to the bottom of the screen and cheat will enable - sometimes a random message will appear on the screen, just close it and start
again. Every body hates me lowers prestige to minus 100,100
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